mediaia GmbH is a young and innovative start-up, based in the heart of Styria, Austria. Our young and energetic team of experts, coming from medical and technical universities, is constantly working on the development of new ideas and solutions.

Our team is looking forward to working with you to realize our vision of using artificial intelligence in healthcare applications.

For our team in Graz (Austria) we are looking for a highly motivated iOS developer to work on the further development of our mobile app SkinScreener.

For the earliest possible start, we are looking for a

**Mobile Developer iOS, Digital Health (f/m/d)**

**Your Job**

- Further development of our iOS App SkinScreener
- Collaboration in testing, deploying, app maintenance and updating technical documentation
- Active participation in the entire product development cycle

**Your Background**

- 2+ years of experience developing native mobile applications for iOS
- Good knowledge of Objective-C and Swift programming languages
- Good understanding of XCode and iOS Frameworks
- Experience in code versioning and management tools, such as GitHub, Jira/Confluence
- Experience with SwiftUI an asset
- Strong UI/UX orientation
- Independent working ability, fast learner, and a high sense of self-responsibility
- Good problem-solving skills and pragmatic approach
- Excellent English skills, both written and spoken

**What we offer**

- Cooperative atmosphere with a friendly work environment
- Flexible working hours
- Option to work partly remote
- High-quality work equipment (MacBook Pro or equivalent)

The base pay is composed of the amount according to the Austrian collective agreement which is at least EUR 2.556 gross per month (x 14) and an adequate overpayment depending on your qualifications and experience.

Please send your application to [jobs@mediaia.at](mailto:jobs@mediaia.at)

Your Contact: CEO, Albin Skasa, +436764119519